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M.CLÉMENT DEBUTS THE M.CLÉMENT HOME COLLECTION
THREE NEW PRODUCTS TO BE REVEALED AT THE 2016 FALL HIGH POINT MARKET

NEW ORLEANS (October 11, 2016) – M.Clément will be displaying three new lamp bases in High Point, Suites at Market
Square, SAMS M-5017. At the upcoming market, M.Clément plans to introduce his MC Home Collection (MCHC) that
caters to high design retailers.
Of only a handful of hand painted lamps available on the market today, MCHC is presenting the Calliope, Euterpe,
and Thalia. Named after muses, the Greek goddesses of inspiration in literature, science and the arts, these base shapes
incorporate four key elements- hand decoration, moderate price point, shorter lead times and are made in the USA. The
combined benefits of the MCHC line will provide designers with lighting options that are both admired and attainable.
“Designers are requesting affordable hand finished pieces, so we think offering a resin retail line that is customized
with hand applied gold leaf is the perfect solution,” says Michael Clément, artist and owner. “The MCHC retail line will
elevate any design.”
The MC Home Collection combines our specialized hand applied gilded finish with affordable materials to create
a bespoke look. We pride ourselves in being able to deliver high quality lighting with exquisite hand decoration. The
MC Home Collection will expand over time with the addition of new pieces each season.
ABOUT M. CLÉMENT
Find M.Clément’s designs at High Point Market in the THE SUITES AT MARKET SQUARE - Showroom M-5017, Lee
Industries Showroom, and Woodbridge Showroom. M. Clément is based in New Orleans and has been handcrafting
lighting and decorative arts for over 5 years. M.Clément’s products include hand built and hand thrown ceramic pieces
made by his team of artisans with patinas that evoke the veneer of his hometown.
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